Mid-Term Universal Periodic Review Assessment Report

The Deteriorating Human Rights Situation in Tibet

This Assessment Report was prepared and co-authored by a coalition of NGOs who together form the Tibet Advocacy Coalition. Founded in 2013, the Coalition works to highlight the situation in Tibet at the United Nations Human Rights Council (“HRC”). Tibet Advocacy Coalition is a project established in 2013 by core groups Tibet Justice Center and Students for a Free Tibet with support from International Tibet Network Secretariat and Boston University’s International Human Rights Clinic, all of whom are co-authors of this Assessment Report.

This Report has been signed by 185 International Tibet Network Member Groups from over fifty countries.
China committed to comply with crucial Universal Periodic Review recommendations spanning economic, cultural, and social rights, as well as non-derogable rights, such as freedom from torture. However, since the 2nd-cycle UPR, China has unleashed an increased assault on the fundamental human rights and human rights defenders who increasingly face arbitrary detention, sham trials, imprisonment, and torture.

The Chinese government’s open hostility towards human rights defenders was tragically illustrated in 2015 by the death of the highly respected Tibetan leader, Tenzin Delek Rinpoche, who died in a ‘black site’ prison after serving 13 years for a crime he did not commit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preventing Torture</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting Cultural Rights</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting Language Rights</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting Religious Freedom</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting Human Rights Defenders</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending Enforced Disappearances</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing Freedom of Expression</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing Freedom of Association and Assembly</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Assessment Report Summary

The People’s Republic of China (“China”) has occupied Tibet since 1950, when 40,000 Chinese troops invaded Eastern Tibet. Over six decades of occupation, China has enacted region-specific policies and has taken discriminatory actions against the Tibetan people which have resulted in severe human rights violations. China’s consistent denial of the Tibetan right to self-determination prevents Tibetans from enjoying many economic, social, and cultural rights and has prompted political and religious oppression. Such violations constitute not only an egregious human rights issue, but also undermine the HRC on which China continues to serve.

Following the second cycle Universal Periodic Review (“UPR”) in 2013, China voluntarily pledged commitment to 207 recommendations made by state parties, thirty-six of which fall within the following specific rights violation categories affecting the Tibetan people: cultural rights, language rights, religious freedom, rights of human rights defenders, freedom from arbitrary detention, freedom of expression, freedom of association and assembly, and prohibition of torture. Further, these recommendations specifically include protection of “the rights of ethnic minority groups, including Tibetans,” a protection China later claimed to already have in place.

This Report assesses China’s implementation of accepted recommendations and makes further recommendations aimed at improving the HRC’s follow-up to the UPR on China. It provides a thematic overview of accepted recommendations and outlines a number of relevant deteriorations of human rights in Tibet since the UPR issued its last recommendations. Such violations include the suspicious death of Tenzin Delek Rinpoche; punishment of Tibetans for refusing to comply with resettlement orders; use of Chinese-centric schools that do not provide quality education for Tibetans; attacks on religious symbols and religious leaders; the arrest of religious leader Trulku Phurbu Tsering Rinpoche for his involvement in a peaceful protest; censorship of Tibetan attempts to assert an independent identity; and widespread discrimination against Tibetans with regard to rights ranging from freedom from torture to freedom of movement. Given the prevalence and severity of such violations, it is evident that China has failed to implement those recommendations it has pledged to accept.

By outlining China’s many human rights violations, this Report demonstrates a dangerous trend: China’s longstanding policy of discrimination against Tibetans. Since Chinese occupation of Tibet began in the 1950s, China has continuously promoted Chinese unity and discouraged what it terms “separatist” and “splittist” sentiment among Tibetans. China has implemented policies and taken actions to curb support for the Dalai Lama, to silence calls for political autonomy, and to deny cultural and religious freedom to the Tibetan people. Although its Constitution proclaims that “[a]ll nationalities in the People’s Republic of China are equal,” China’s treatment of Tibetans has proven this false. In fact, it is China’s discriminatory treatment of minority groups that enables increasing application of systematic, strategic policies that give rise to severe human rights violations that repress Tibetans today.

In this Assessment Report we refer to the two international treaties that China has signed and ratified, and is thus obligated to comply with and provide human rights to those living under its rule. These are the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Signed in 1997; Ratified in 2001), and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Signed in 1986; Ratified in 1988).

It is also important to note that the most prevalent recommendation advanced by state parties during the second cycle UPR urged China to ratify the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), a critical international treaty protecting fundamental rights such as freedom of assembly and freedom of speech. Although China has ceded to such recommendations, it has not yet ratified the ICCPR. This recommendation is particularly salient with regard to Tibetans, who are routinely denied civil, political, religious, and cultural autonomy. Since 2013, Tibetans have continually faced severe restrictions on their rights to free expression, free association, and free assembly. For example, China has engaged in a systematic attempt to block the flow of news coming out of Tibet. Further, Tibetans who communicate between themselves and exile communities, or attempt to do so, face significant dangers.

In this Report, we rely on evidence collected by prominent human rights research groups, including Amnesty International, the Tibetan Center for Human Rights and Democracy, Tibet Watch, and the International Campaign for Tibet. In many cases, evidence includes first-hand accounts, as well as testimony of family and community members. Such information is the most credible evidence available given that Chinese authorities “censor and tightly control public discourse.”
II. Assessment of Developments Since Second Cycle UPR

Preventing Torture

In 2013, China accepted 3 UPR recommendations related to the prohibition of torture, including commitments to harmonize the national definition of torture with the CAT definition of torture, to ensure enforcement of existing laws prohibiting torture, to dismiss illegally obtained evidence, and to generally prevent torture.¹⁹

Relevant UPR 2013 Accepted Recommendations:

186.49. Harmonize the definition of torture contained in the national legislation with the requirements of the CAT and ensure that statements obtained under duress are not admitted in court (Mexico);

186.51. Effectively implement and establish the necessary institutional mechanisms to ensure the enforcement of existing laws prohibiting torture and dismissing illegally obtained evidence (Denmark);

186.117. Abolish Re-education through Labour, prevent torture, and immediately inform relatives about arrests and effective legal representation (Germany);

Assessment of implementation (with reference to CAT)

Article 2.1 Convention Against Torture (CAT)

Despite China’s adoption of a series of regulations aimed at preventing the use of torture against detained ethnic minorities, recent cases of torture demonstrate that the Chinese justice system consistently violates these regulations with impunity.²⁰ In August 2013, Yama Tsering, a 72-year-old Tibetan who had been detained during a protest, was tortured with an electric prod. In December 2014, Tenzin Choerak, a Tibetan social activist, was released from prison in a condition suggesting he was the victim of torture. He was emaciated, had damaged kidneys, a dislocated jawbone, and was vomiting blood due to a brain injury.²¹ He died two days after his release. Tenzin Delek Rinpoche, a highly respected Tibetan religious leader renowned for his welfare activities and for promoting Tibetan culture, was imprisoned on charges of “terrorism and inciting separatism.”²² He was tortured, denied medical treatment, and died in prison as a result.²³ In February 2016, Trigyal, a Tibetan man serving a thirteen-year prison sentence for refusing to fly the Chinese national flag, died in custody from injuries sustained from torture.²⁴ Chinese authorities’ routine use of torture against detained Tibetans in violation of both Article 2.1 and China’s own regulations, exemplifies China’s contempt for its own laws and international law.²⁵

Article 12 Convention Against Torture (CAT)

China’s consistent refusal to investigate torture violates Article 12 of CAT and contradicts Chinese domestic law, which requires investigation of evidence obtained illegally.²⁶ Chinese authorities willfully fail to investigate allegations of torture of Tibetans, and often fail to do so quickly.²⁷ This is particularly crucial for torture cases as evidence of torture may disappear quickly from the body.²⁸ Most notably, Chinese authorities failed to promptly investigate the suspicious death of Tenzin Delek Rinpoche despite international allegations from the U.S.²⁹ State Department and the European Union that he died as a result of torture. Instead, China hastily cremated his body, in contravention of Tibetan burial traditions, and likely in an effort to avoid detection of incriminating evidence.³⁰ This was not an isolated incident: there is a well-documented, growing trend among Chinese authorities to release ill prisoners on the cusp of death in an effort to avoid the increased liability and possibility of investigation associated with prisoner death.
Respecting Cultural Rights (including Language and Religious Freedom)

In 2013, China accepted 14 UPR recommendations related to the enjoyment of economic, social, and cultural rights, including commitments to take necessary measures to ensure rights to freedom of religion and culture, and to provide protection for economic, social, and cultural rights. China also agreed to take further legislative and practical measures to allow ethnic minorities to preserve their cultural identity, to fully exercise their human rights, and to ensure their participation in decision-making.

Relevant UPR 2013 Accepted Recommendations:

Cultural Rights

186.138. Take the necessary measures to ensure that the rights to freedom of religion, culture and expression are fully observed and protected in every administrative entity of China (Poland);

186.185. Continue to provide comprehensive protection to citizens' economic, social and cultural rights (Democratic People's Republic of Korea);

186.194. Continue efforts in implementation of the country's Plans of Action in particular those relating to the safeguard of the economic, social and cultural rights of the people, including those of the most vulnerable ones and disadvantaged groups (Cambodia);

186.220. Exert more efforts to protect cultures, especially those of ethnic minorities, and to promote the protection of cultural relics (Iraq);

186.221. Make further efforts for securing all human rights, including cultural rights of minorities (Japan);

186.222. Take further legislative and practical measures to allow ethnic minorities to preserve their cultural identity, to fully exercise their human rights and to ensure their participation in decision-making, in accordance with the Chinese Constitution (Austria)

Language

186.219. Continue pursuing measures and policy aimed at ensuring the rights of ethnic minorities’ learning, writing and the development of their own languages according to the relevant laws (Cambodia)

Religious Freedom

186.224. Strengthen protection of ethnic minorities' religious, socio-economic and political rights, ensuring reports of violations are promptly and transparently investigated (Australia)

186.136. Expedite legal and institutional reforms to fully protect in law and in practice freedom of expression, association and assembly, and religion and belief (Australia);

186.138. Take the necessary measures to ensure that the rights to freedom of religion, culture and expression are fully observed and protected in every administrative entity of China (Poland);

186.140. Take effective measures to protect the right to freedom of religion or belief (Austria);

186.143. Consider possible revision of its legislation on administrative restrictions in order to provide a better protection of freedom of religion or belief (Italy);

186.144. Strengthen the human rights framework to ensure religious freedoms (Namibia);

186.169. Continue strengthening the protection and promotion of the right of all citizens to publicly express their beliefs and opinions (Chile);
Assessment of implementation (with reference to ICESCR)

Article 1 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Article 1 of the ICESCR guarantees all peoples “the right to self-determination” and ensures that all peoples may “freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development.” Tibetans are therefore entitled to develop their own economic, social, and cultural identity, a right China has consistently denied. China has prevented Tibetans from developing their own economic livelihoods by stripping their lands of resources. China has also forced up to two million nomads to resettle, thereby denying not only their livelihoods as herders and pastoralists, but also their unique cultural traditions and ways of life. China has consistently censored those that manifest beliefs in a Tibetan identity independent from that of the Chinese identity. Since 2013, the Chinese government has automatically censored personal internet correspondence for words such as “Tibetan independence” and the “Dalai Lama,” and has imprisoned political dissenters who proclaim a free Tibet. In an attempt to erase Tibetan identity, China went so far as to establish a Chinese unity campaign in Diru County in 2013 that mandated political reeducation classes and forced Tibetans to fly Chinese flags over their homes.

Finally, the most compelling evidence of China’s violation of the right to self-determination is self-immolations by Tibetans. Since 2009 at least 143 Tibetans have self-immolated to protest political, religious, and cultural oppression by the Chinese government; thirty-seven have taken place since 2014. Such acts are a cry for self-determination as “virtually all of the Tibetans who have set fire to themselves in Tibet have communicated a wish for the Dalai Lama to return to Tibet and for freedom.”

Article 2 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)

China’s disparate treatment of Tibetans violates their Article 2 obligation to guarantee rights “without discrimination of any kind.” Chinese authorities discriminate against Tibetans by making it increasingly difficult for Tibetans to acquire and maintain passports, thereby precluding their free movement in and outside of China. Authorities often deny passports to Tibetans they consider “politically unreliable” and those Tibetans linked to self-immolators and political dissidents. China has also enacted “preferential policies” encouraging Han Chinese to settle in Tibet, which has resulted in development projects and policies that have displaced native Tibetans and disproportionately benefited settlers. Finally, and most alarmingly, Chinese authorities continue to discriminate against Tibetans through some of the most egregious human rights violations: China detains and tortures Tibetans at a much higher rate than the Han Chinese.

By enacting policies and taking actions that prefer the Han Chinese over Tibetans, the Chinese government has effectively impaired fundamental rights of Tibetans through discrimination.

Article 11 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)

Chinese authorities have forcibly displaced tens of thousands of Tibetans in violation of Article 11 of the ICESCR. Under Article 11, state parties must recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. Forceful evictions violate Tibetans’ rights to an adequate standard of living because they threaten “the survival of an ancient way of life that is integral to Tibetan identity as well as the livelihoods of Tibetan nomads.” Once forced to move to more urban areas, Tibetans are deprived of their culture, religion, diet, and way of life. About 40% of ethnic Tibetans have been relocated.

Chinese authorities justify forced evictions under Regulations on Expropriation of and Compensation for Premises on State-owned Land. These regulations allow local governments to issue permission for evictions and take land for public use without providing fair compensation. On December 30, 2014, four Tibetans were severely beaten by Chinese police while protesting the appropriation of their family farm to make space for police barracks and other projects in Dzamthang.

Additionally, Chinese authorities have forced Tibetans to relocate often without advance consultation or any right to challenge the relocation, thereby belying China’s claim that their resettlement programs are entirely voluntary and welcomed. China imposed severe punishment on Tibetans in Yulshul Prefecture of Qinghai Province for refusing to give up their pastoral life to live in fixed settlement towns. Authorities confiscated their residency permits and other personal documents, such as IDs and driving licenses, for disobeying government orders, and imposed a fine of 10,000 yuan for their return.

Article 13 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)

China’s “Chinese-centric” schools deny Tibetans access to quality education in violation of Article 13. Article 13 requires that state parties recognize the right of everyone to education. While China does provide schooling for Tibetans, its academic policies discourage attendance to the detriment of Tibetan children. Chinese authorities use these institutions as a mechanism for assimilating Tibetans into Chinese culture. Most schools in Tibet have Chinese-centric environments, and have barred Tibetan culture. Additionally, the only language permitted is Mandarin, which consequently discourages Tibetan-speaking children from attending class. Because this is the only accessible education system, China clearly violates Tibetans’ rights to choose the learning environments best suitable for their children.
In a continuing effort to suppress Tibetan identity and force assimilation, authorities have required academics to participate in propaganda efforts, such as by making public speeches supporting government policies. Those who protested and publicly criticized Chinese policies on Tibetan affairs faced severe punishment.

Article 15 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“ICESCR”)

Article 15(1)(a) of the ICESCR stipulates that state parties must recognize the right of everyone to take part in cultural life. The Chinese government has commandeered the deeply spiritual Tibetan religious practices to the detriment of Tibetan culture in violation of this right. Tibetans’ allegiance to the Dalai Lama and Tibetan Buddhism is a fundamental part of Tibetan culture. The Chinese government, however, views Buddhism as an obstacle to fully incorporating Tibet, and has implemented policies permitting authorities to control this religious practice. According to International Campaign for Tibet, “Chinese authorities have strengthened monastic management teams in Tibetan monasteries and tightened surveillance mechanisms.”

In 2014, the Chinese government shifted its focus toward undermining Tibetan Buddhism rather than controlling it and proceeded to attack religious symbols and target religious leaders. In 2008, Chinese authorities arrested Trulku Phurbu Tsering Rinpoche, a highly revered religious figure of Kardze, after suspecting him of having links to a peaceful protest march led by more than 80 nuns of Pangri-na Nunnery. In 2014, he was discovered in an emaciated condition at a prison near Chengdu City. In May 2014, Chinese authorities arbitrarily detained Tenzin Lhundrup, a senior Tibetan monk, for his involvement in “many disturbances,” including his participation in the protest against mining at the sacred Naglha Dzamba Mountain. In February 2016, two senior Tibetan monks, Khenpo Paga and Geshe Orgyen, from Chokri monastery in Draggo country in the Kardze Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, were detained “on suspicion of holding prayers for the good health of exiled spiritual leader the Dalai Lama.”

Chinese authorities have also detained individuals and subjected them to torture for possessing images of the Dalai Lama. For example, Tibetan monk Thardhod Gyaltsen was sentenced to an eighteen-year prison sentence in January 2014 for possessing Dalai Lama images and teachings. Punishing Tibetans for exercising their religious beliefs, a practice inseparably linked to Tibetan culture, is an indisputable violation of Article 15.

Supporting Human Rights Defenders (including Arbitrary Detention, Enforced Disappearance, and Freedom of Expression, Association and Assembly)

In contravention of these rights, Chinese authorities continue to detain peaceful protestors, academics, artists, bloggers, and writers for conveying their views and for attempting to celebrate Tibetan culture.

Relevant UPR 2013 Accepted Recommendations:

Operational space for Human Rights Defenders

186.149. Facilitate the development, in law and practice, of a safe and enabling environment in which both civil society and human rights defenders can operate free from fear, hindrance and insecurity (Ireland);

186.62. Ensure that human rights defenders can exercise their legitimate activities, including participation in international mechanisms, without being subjected to reprisals (Switzerland);

186.158. Ensure that proper investigations are conducted in all cases of attacks on journalists, media workers and human rights defenders (Poland);

186.59. Set up a national institution in line with the Paris Principles and ensure a climate that is favourable to the activities of human rights defenders, journalists and other civil society actors (Tunisia);

186.131. Take steps to ensure lawyers and individuals working to advance human rights can practice their profession freely, including by promptly investigating allegations of violence and intimidation impeding their work (Canada);

186.150. Allow national and international NGOs to play a full and active role in promoting and protecting human rights, specifically by expanding registration to all categories of NGOs and social organizations in China and by expanding their freedom to operate effectively (Netherlands);
Criminalisation of Human Rights Defenders

186.131. Take steps to ensure lawyers and individuals working to advance human rights can practice their profession freely, including by promptly investigating allegations of violence and intimidation impeding their work (Canada);

186.136. Expedite legal and institutional reforms to fully protect in law and in practice freedom of expression, association and assembly, and religion and belief (Australia);

186.138. Take the necessary measures to ensure that the rights to freedom of religion, culture and expression are fully observed and protected in every administrative entity of China (Poland);

Arbitrary Detention

186.118. Ensure that any reformed prison or compulsory care system meets international human rights standards, and abolish system of arbitrary detention, including Re-Education Through Labour (Sweden);

Enforced Disappearance

NOTE: China did not accept any related recommendation and stated “There is no arbitrary detention or forced disappearance in China”

Freedom of Expression, Association and Assembly

186.170. Increase transparency of its traditional and social media by guaranteeing the rights of Chinese citizens to freely critique any state organ or functionary (Australia);

186.138. Take the necessary measures to ensure that the rights to freedom of religion, culture and expression are fully observed and protected in every administrative entity of China (Poland);

186.154. Make further efforts towards safeguarding the freedom of expression of all citizens (Norway);

186.155. Reform legislation and law enforcement in order to ensure freedom of opinion and expression, including on the internet (Germany);

186.157. Strengthen the measures aimed at guaranteeing freedom of expression and freedom of the press (Côte d’Ivoire);

186.167. Refrain from impeding civil society and respect its international obligations on the right to freedom of peaceful assembly (Germany);

18.169. Continue strengthening the protection and promotion of the right of all citizens to publicly express their beliefs and opinions (Chile);

186.136. Expedite legal and institutional reforms to fully protect in law and in practice freedom of expression, association and assembly, and religion and belief (Australia);

Assessment of Implementation

The lack of support to human rights defenders is mirrored in China’s failure to ratify the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. We uphold the calls from many states for China to ratify and implement the ICCPR, which would ensure Tibetan human rights defenders are properly supported. In lieu of China’s ratification, the below assessment is written in reference to the ICESCR, which China has indeed ratified yet not properly implemented.

China denies Tibetans the right to engage in cultural life by impeding their freedoms of opinion and expression. For example, Lo Lo, a Tibetan singer, was sentenced to six years in prison for singing songs like “Raise the Tibetan Flag, Children of the Snowland.” Thamkey Gyatso, a monk and writer, was sentenced to fifteen years in prison, and is currently paralyzed and unable to walk because he was subjected to torture while detained. Kalsang Yarphel was sentenced to four years in prison for his songs, which included “lyrics urging unity among Tibetans, and for Tibetans to speak to Tibetans.” China also detains those defending Tibetans who have spoken out about their heritage and rights. In 2015, China began to incarcerate human rights defenders at an alarming rate, spawning what has been deemed “perhaps the most sustained, targeted crackdown against the human rights defence movement in China in recent
One such attorney is Pu Zhiqiang, a prominent Chinese human rights defender who publicly criticized China’s policies in Tibet and defended a Tibetan environmental activist. In 2014, Pu Zhiqiang was charged with “inciting ethnic hatred” and “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” and was subsequently sentenced to three years in prison, a sentence he continues to serve today.

China also suppresses Tibetan culture by condemning peaceful protests by Tibetans and by denying Tibetans the right to freedom of association. For example, in August 2014, Chinese authorities opened fire on Tibetans peacefully protesting detainment of an important cultural leader in Kardze. Since 2013, China has continuously discouraged Tibetan demonstrations protesting cultural oppression. Important examples are the self-immolations performed to protest Tibetan lack of self-determination and cultural and political freedom. In response to such protests, China has consistently violated the right to freedom of association by punishing friends and family members of self-immolators. Punishment includes preventing related individuals from obtaining government jobs, receiving government aid, voting in elections, establishing businesses, or even moving freely in and out of Tibet.

Chinese authorities justify their actions by associating pro-Tibetan expressions with “splittism” and “separatism.” Instead of implementing laws to promote freedom of expression, new National Security legislation demonstrates that Chinese officials intend to silence Tibetans completely. China proposed a “new law currently in draft form outlin[ing] a counter-terrorism structure with vast discretionary powers.” According to International Campaign for Tibet, “the conflation of ‘terrorism’ with ‘religious extremism’” in the law will allow enforcement to penalize “any peaceful expressions of Tibetan identity, acts of non-violent dissent, or criticism of ethnic or religious policies” in violation of Articles 19 and 20 of the UN Declaration.
III. Conclusions and Recommendations

In response to its last UPR in 2013, China committed to provide increased “resources for education establishments in remote and rural areas, as well as regions inhabited by ethnic minorities,”81 “to provide comprehensive protection to citizens’ economic, social, and cultural rights,” and to take further steps towards “securing all human rights, including cultural rights of minorities.”82 83 In the three years since pledging such commitments, China has failed to implement the Human Rights Council’s recommendations with regard to Tibetans.

China has not complied with crucial recommendations spanning economic, cultural, and social rights as well as certain non-derogable rights, such as freedom from torture. China’s rights violations against Tibetans encompass the rights to self-determination, standard of living, physical and mental health, education, cultural life, and the rights to be free from discrimination and torture. Further, it is important to note that this Report does not address the many important rights encompassed by the ICCPR, rights which China has undoubtedly violated but which China is not held to because it has not ratified the treaty. Overall, China’s failure to implement the recommended changes to improve Tibetan human rights evidences a policy of discrimination against Tibetans and a strong stance against self-determination of the Tibetan people.

Recommendations

1. First and foremost, we urge China to issue a UPR midterm report detailing China’s implementation of accepted recommendations from its 2013 UPR. We further urge China to act on the concluding observations from its 2015 review by the Committee Against Torture, and to hold China accountable if it does not. Lastly, we urge China to promptly adopt the ICCPR, given their dangerous trend of repressive practices that they are not held accountable for through existing treaty obligations.

2. With regard to China’s failure to act on its commitments from the 2013 UPR, we advance a series of recommendations. In keeping with CAT, we recommend that China take every reasonable step to legislate clearly on torture at national and regional levels, and to prohibit all forms of torture, under any circumstances, in order to bring legislation in line with international legal standards. We also urge China to take steps to ensure thorough investigation of all suspected acts of torture, including investigating deaths resulting from torture, issuing investigative reports to the public, and, where confessions have resulted in convictions, encouraging review of all trials under internationally-accepted due process standards.

3. With regard to the ICESCR, we recommend that China account for and release those Tibetans imprisoned for exercising their religious freedom, for voicing criticisms of China’s policies, and for refusing to consent to resettlements. Upon release of these prisoners, we recommend that China investigate any and all potential human rights violations. China should also halt resettlement and return displaced Tibetan nomads to their ancestral lands, if they so desire. Further, China should obtain consent from such communities with regard to development projects that displace native Tibetans in favor of Han Chinese settlers. With regard for human rights defenders, we recommend that China release those wrongfully imprisoned for their efforts to protect those most vulnerable to human rights violations. With respect to education, we recommend that the UN establish an educational internal monitoring body to oversee China’s academic institutions and to ensure that Tibetan children are receiving the education they need to succeed. The curriculum set out for Tibetans should not be slanted in any way and the schools that implement this curriculum should provide a full picture of Tibetan history and culture, conveying the importance of Tibetan Buddhism and acknowledging major achievements for Tibetans. With regard to Tibetan self-determination, we urge China to stop impeding development of Tibetan economic, social, and cultural identity and to allow Tibetans to fully embrace their rich culture.

4. Based on China’s failure to implement recommended reforms, we urge UN member states, The Council and experts and entities, to take stronger measures to monitor and report on Chinese practices to better protect the safety and well-being of Tibetans.
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